How to get rid of a debt based money system.

Answer: Coupon system. (electronic)
Coupons with an expiry date on them and ``self-destruct`` when used or they
pass the expiry date.
Coupons for basic necessities will be available to all who work in this system.
Food, housing, clothing, transportation, health system.
Greed can be incorporated within a coupon system (better food, housing, car
etc.) if humanity requires it.
Personally I think it is best to get rid of greed and have all basics covert for
everyone. It would also put far less strain on the person or organization
(government, state, society) that issues them.
*)How does a shopkeeper make any profits you may ask?
A shopkeeper receives extra coupons upon destruction of other people`s
coupons. The more destruction of money (coupons) the better coupons he
receives.
All goods and services can be put on a coupon!. A coupon is nothing more than
a code (for a good or a service) activated for a specific person.
A person decides at the beginning of the week (or month) depending on the
capacity of the system (when salary gets ``paid``) what coupons (codes) he
chooses to be activated for him by computer.
Salary is the ability to activate coupons beyond the coupons you already
receive in basic needs.
The activated codes will be put into your wallet. (I would prefer in an electronic
house key instead of phone).

Why would people favor this coupon system before the current debt system?
*) Far less stress on people because there is no debt to repay.
*)Because money (because they are coupons) does not accumulate. Extreme
greed will be of the past. The amount coupons on which you can save will be
strictly limited and all will have a limited expiry date.
*) Far less crime. A coupon is a code that is linked to a certain person who can
at a specific determined period pick up his stuff at the store. Who is going to
rob a guy in Tahiti for a bread coupon that can only be received in a store in
Tahiti at a specific period?
*)Pull economy not a push this crap down your throat economy. The customer
can choose (upon available inventory of goods and services).
*) Waste. If you determine the demand you can determine supply. There will
be far less waste because these 2 are now narrowly connected. Also making it
possible to determine when the customer receives his groceries. Shopping will
be more efficient. (if time is waste you are getting rid of it.)
Why would the rich favor this system?
*) The rich have far more safety: Avoid people get angry at you being rich.
You can still have a fancy lifestyle it`s just on coupons. Coupons self-destruct so
traceability of the coupon is not possible. It`s just the activation of the code
that in the beginning that might be transparent. But privacy is just another
coupon away.
There will never be an IRS breathing down your neck. Tax systems will no
longer be required. Taxes are ``payed`` on activation of the coupon not at the
actual payment.
Rich folk: You will not be a slave to your own debt system and security is a thing
far less to be worried about.
Don’t forget my coupons for beer.
Regards,
Ivo van der Rijt.

